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as implants were examined in this study. Titanium samples were mechanically polished, chemically etched

(with and without surface material loss), and grinded. The main goal of this study is to find the best surface

treatment of titanium for its possible use as implants. Atomic force microscopy was used to evaluate the

adsorption of human plasma fibrinogen onto the titanium samples. Cell counting was used to determine the

adherability of osteoblasts and fibroblasts on the titanium samples. Our preliminary results show that the
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1. Introduction

Proper choice of implant material plays an important role

for fast and effective osseointegration. Titanium and its

alloys are widely used as implants. Titanium belongs to

a specific group of materials, which are very stable and

have high corrosion resistance and tissue tolerance [1–

4]. This fact is mainly due to the creation of a protective

layer formed on air and liquids on surfaces of titanium.

According to many studies [5–7], this very stable film is
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formed primarily by TiO2 and some suboxides. The sur-

face of implanted material becomes immediately (within

a few seconds) coated with adsorbed proteins, forming a

biofilm, which mediates the interaction between the im-

plant and the environment of the body [8]. Since most

implants are exposed to blood during implantation, the

initial protein film is mainly composed of blood plasma

proteins [9]. After a biofilm is formed, different cells ap-

proach the surface, interacting mainly with the adsorbed

protein layer. The initially adsorbed protein layer is thus

a factor determining biocompatibility [10–12].

The aim of our study is to find a suitable surface treat-

ment of technically pure titanium samples used as im-

plants. The surface characteristics significantly influ-

ence processes bounded with the osseointegration, such as232
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Figure 1. AFM picture of sample I (polished surface) showing changes on sample surface after human plasma fibrinogen adsorption (A - free
surface, B - surface after fibrinogen adsorption). Typical tree-likes structures of adsorbed protein are clearly visible. Profiles of both
surfaces (with two profile directions, starting at the upper part of the image) are displayed beneath the AFM figure.

roughness [13, 14] and chemistry [15, 16]. Human plasma

fibrinogen (HPF) and cell cultures (osteoblasts and fi-

broblasts) were chosen for this purpose. HPF is one of

the most relevant proteins that are adsorbed on bioma-

terial surfaces. It takes part in blood coagulation and

facilitates adhesion and aggregation of platelets [8, 17].

The adsorption of HPF on titanium samples was studied

using Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), which tends to be

an appropriate technique for surfaces analysis, even in the

presence of biomolecules [8, 18–20]. Osteoblasts and fi-

broblasts are mononucleate cells that are responsible for

bone formation [21]. Cells adherability on used titanium

samples may bring further information on biocompatibility

of the samples.

2. Materials and methods

Treated titanium samples (technically pure titanium) were

obtained from the Martikan Company (Dolná Mariková,

Slovak Republic). The samples were in the form of discs

(8 mm in diameter) with surface treatment as follows: I

- polished surface, II - chemically etched surface without

material loss, III - chemically etched surface with surface

material loss of 30 µm, and IV - grinded surface, grit num-

ber 120.

HPF (type III, from human plasma, Sigma-Aldrich) was

diluted in PBS (phosphate buffer solution, pH = 7) to

achieve the concentration of 5 µM. A 50 µl HPF solution

was placed onto the titanium sample and was allowed to

adsorb onto the titanium sample surface for 15 minutes.

After the adsorption period, the rest of the solution was

removed, and the sample was washed three times in fresh

PBS solution. After this procedure, only the adsorbed

HPF molecules should remain on the sample surface. The

titanium samples were let to dry for AFM measurements.

Multimode 8 AFM (Veeco, Santa Barbara, USA) was

used for the microscopic study. All measurements were

done in contact mode and repeated on at least five dif-

ferent samples (except sample IV, which is very rough and

hard to measure). For measurements, we used standard,

sharp, silicon nitride probes (SNL-10, Veeco, Santa Bar-

bara, USA) with a nominal spring constant = 0.12 N.m−1

and nominal resonant frequency = 23 kHz. For relatively 233
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Figure 2. AFM picture of sample II (chemically etched surface) showing changes on sample surface after human plasma fibrinogen adsorption
(A - free surface, B - surface after fibrinogen adsorption). Typical tree-likes structures of adsorbed protein are clearly visible. Profiles of
both surfaces (with two profile directions, starting at the upper part of the image) are displayed beneath the AFM figure.

smooth surfaces we used a scanning frequency of 0.5 Hz,

and the contact forces were estimated as F = 5 nN. For

sample IV it was the lowest achievable scanning frequency

of 0.1 Hz and slightly higher contact force of 7 nN. (Even

by changing the contact force by multiplying it, the mor-

phology of substrates does not change.) All AFM data

processing was done using Gwyddion software.

For scanning electron microscopy (SEM), an imaging Vega

SEM (Tescan, Brno, Czech Republic) was used.

Osteoblasts (hFOB 1.19) were obtained from the Ameri-

can Type Culture Collection (ATCC, Manassas, VA). Hu-

man lung fibroblasts (04-147) were acquired from the Am-

sterdam Faculty Hospital. For our experiments, cell lines

from the 10th to 18th generation were used. Cultures

were grown in D-MEM medium (Dulbecco’s Modified Ea-

gle Medium). Titanium samples were sterilized in a com-

mon steam sterilizer. The samples were placed in the Petri

dishes with 5 ml culture medium and cell-culture suspen-

sion. The cells with samples were grown for four days

in the thermostat (37◦C, 5% of CO2, 95% humidity in case

of osteoblasts, 33.5◦C in case of fibroblasts). After this

period, samples were removed from the Petri dishes and

washed in fresh PBS solution. To obtain the number of

adhered cells, we used trypsin (3 min, 37◦C) to remove the

adhered cells from the samples surface. Then cells were

counted in a Bürker counting chamber. For all results,

errors were calculated according to Student’s statistics.

3. Results and discussion

HPF adsorption on differently treated titanium samples

was measured by AFM in contact mode. All used sam-

ples before and after adsorption of HPF with their surface

profiles are shown on Fig. 1-4. Qualitative data process-

ing was done using statistical quantities describing the

surface roughness - RRMS (root mean squared value of the

heights) and T (autocorrelation length of the roughness ir-

regularities). RRMS was computed using the definition [22].

T was calculated using Gaussian fitting of PSDF (power

spectral density function), defined in [23, 24]. T and RRMS

were calculated using the statistical appendix of Gwyd-

dion software. Fig. 1 shows sample I AFM pictures. It is

obvious that the surface of mechanically polished titanium234
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Figure 3. AFM picture of sample III (chemically etched surface, with surface material loss of 30 µm) showing changes on sample surface after
human plasma fibrinogen adsorption (A - free surface, B - surface after fibrinogen adsorption). Typical tree-likes structures of adsorbed
protein are clearly visible. Profiles of both surfaces (with two profile directions, starting at the upper part of the image) are displayed
beneath the AFM figure.

shows low values of roughness and is relatively smooth.

Only small defects are present on the surface (mainly

scratching marks from polishing). After the adsorption of

HPF, emerging tree-like structures on the surface could

be observed. These structures correspond to the adsorbed

layer of HPF. This layer does not cover the whole surface

and is not uniform over the surface. In average, the struc-

tures are ∼ 170 nm high, ∼ 4 µm wide and have different

lengths (up to whole AFM picture range). Interestingly,

around the defects and deeper scratches from polishing,

the HPF layer seems to be denser. Fig. 2 displays the

results for sample II. The surface characteristics of the

chemically etched and polished surface differ in morpho-

logical meaning. The characteristic patterns from polish-

ing, as could be seen on Fig. 1, are still visible under

the etched structures. The presence of small pits in the

surface after the etching process is the most interesting

change. The HPF layer seems to be denser for sample II,

and the tree-like structures are not formed well. Sample

III is displayed on Fig. 3. The structure of the free sur-

face (Fig. 3A) becomes even more complicated, with more

changes on the surface (e.g., bigger and deeper holes), in

comparison to samples I and II. This is caused by surface

material loss after chemical etching of the sample. HPF

creates a more compact layer than in the case of sample I,

but not so dense as in the case of sample II. Nevertheless,

the HPF layer is again created by tree-like structures.

These structures are smaller than in sample I (the struc-

tures are ∼100 nm high, ∼2.5 µm wide and have different

lengths), but they cover a bigger area of the sample. The

last sample, sample IV in Fig. 4, has a very rough sur-

face, due to the surface grinding. HPF makes the surface

smoother and covers the sharp margins of the uncovered

sample. HPF does not create the tree-like structure in

this case, very probably due to the high roughness. HPF

seems to form small particles covering the whole surface.

Fig. 5 presents the data processed from all AFM images.

It displays T , RRMS, and Sr/Sp (ratio of real surface area

Sr to projected surface area Sp). All three values are in

the form of the ratio X (free surface)/X (surface with ad-

sorbed HPF layer), where X means T , RRMS, or Sr/Sp.

The results obtained for RRMS shows a clear tendency -

the lower the value of the ratio, the bigger the change in

RRMS in samples with HPF. Samples I and II show the 235
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Figure 4. AFM picture of sample IV (grinded surface, grit number 120) showing changes on sample surface after human plasma fibrinogen
adsorption (A - free surface, B - surface after fibrinogen adsorption). Profiles of both surfaces (with two profile directions, starting at the
upper part of the image) are displayed beneath the AFM figure.

largest changes in the RRMS ratio. This is due to the rel-

ative smoothness of these samples. When the tree-like

structure grows, the roughness is significantly changed.

In the case of sample IV, we can observe smoothing of

the surface, as already mentioned before, and supported

even by the dependence on Sr/Sp. Dependency on T is

similar. Tree-like structures in sample I cause higher lat-

eral changes, which are projected to lower T (and thus a

higher T -ratio). Sample IV has the T -ratio lower than 1,

which leads again to smoothing of the surface. Generally,

sample I shows a rise of large structures on a relatively

smooth surface. Samples II and III show similar results

(a rise of flatter structures, which are even denser on the

surface). Sample IV shows certain changes in morphol-

ogy, which is probably caused by HPF adsorption on the

surface grains. The results obtained with cell cultures are

displayed on Fig. 6. An image of an adhered osteoblast

on Sample I is visualized by SEM on Fig. 7. The most ad-

hered cells (both osteoblasts and fibroblasts) were present

in the case of sample III. The lowest adsorption was ob-

served for sample IV (probably due to its high roughness).

The difference between cell cultures was observed in the

case of sample II, where the osteoblasts adsorbed worse

than in the case of sample I, but the fibroblasts were ad-

sorbed in much higher number than in the case of sample

I. This could be explained by ”mimetic” theory, which sug-

gests that the cells prefer a surface morphology close to

their own shape [7]. From these results it is quite obvi-

ous that the most fitting surface for cells’ adherability is

sample III (chemically etched surface with surface mate-

rial loss). This finding may be used in implantology as a

good choice for the surface treatment of different Ti sam-

ples. The choice of proper surface treatment may lead to

improving and speeding the healing process after implan-

tation. The surface treatment of sample III seems to be

the best choice for such a surface, from the experimental

results obtained in our work.

4. Conclusions

The most promising surface treatment for the best osseoin-

tegration is a titanium sample modified by chemical etch-

ing with a 30 µm surface material loss (sample III). Sample236
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Figure 5. RRMS (blue circles - •), T (black boxes - �), and Sr/Sp
(red squares - �, ratio of real and projected surface) for
four samples (samples I, II, III, IV - x axis). Data is in the
form of the ratio X (free surface)/X (surface with adsorbed
fibrinogen layer), where X means T , RRMS , or Sr/Sp.

Figure 6. Number of adhered cells on different titanium samples.
Left axis and black boxes (�) belong to the total number
of adhered fibroblasts cells, right red axis and red circles
(•) belong to the total number of adhered osteoblast cells.

II has similar results concerning adsorption of HPF, but

the adsorption of osteoblasts (bone forming cells) was not

good in this case. Sample IV has too rough surface for ad-

hered cells, and finally, sample I has a slightly worse ad-

sorption of HPF and cell cultures. This conclusion is sup-

ported both by the AFM measurements of HPF adsorption

onto the titanium samples and by the number of adhered

Figure 7. SEM picture showing osteoblast on the surface of sample
I (polished titanium). Magnification 5000×, accelerating
voltage 30 kV.

osteoblasts and fibroblasts. The optical measurements of

the fibrinogen adsorption reported by Silvennoinen et al.

[25] have shown that HPF is best adsorbed at a titanium

surface treated by polishing and etching than at a surface

treated only by polishing. Thus these results are the same

as the results obtained by AFM measurements presented

in this paper and support the hypothesis that the surface

treatment optimal for the best HPF adsorption will be op-

timal for the adsorption of osteoblasts and fibroblasts, and

thus for the best osseointegration of the dental implants.
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